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1 IntrodutionTraditional means of ommuniations employ di�erent networks for di�erent ser-vies. For instane, there is a separate teleommuniations network for providingvoie telephony servies. Similarly, there are di�erent networks for television, radioand data transport servies. These networks were independently developed and areengineered for the spei� servie they provide.With the reent rapid advanes in omputer and ommuniations tehnology,di�erent ommuniations servies are onverging into some form of Integrated Ser-vies ommuniation. Today, omputers an generate and proess information inthe form of di�erent media like voie, video, text and data and use the same om-muniation networks to transport this information. In suh a senario, di�erentappliations an potentially provide di�erent servies using the same underlyingIntegrated Servies Networks (ISN).In addition to emulation of traditional servies like voie telephony, video broad-ast and data transfer, future Integrated Servies Networks are expeted to sup-port several novel appliations like video onferening, distributed games, real-timemonitoring and ontrol of remote systems et. Most of these appliations need tosynhronize their ation in real time, and for this they require that eah of theirsub-tasks omplete in a timely fashion. For instane, a video display appliationdisplaying 30 frames per seond require that the display of a frame does not takemore than 33ms in the worst ase. Similarly these appliations need a performanebound (also alled Quality of Servie requirement) from the underlying ommuni-ation network. Suh a performane bound is ritial for orret funtioning of theappliations.Consider a omputer telephony appliation. Voie digitized at one end is pak-etized and sent to the other end via a paket network. At the reeiving end, theappliation reeives the voie pakets and reonstruts the original voie. For suhan appliation to work orretly, additional onstraints on network performane areneeded. If voie is digitized (without any ompression) at telephone quality, itstransmission would require a dediated bandwidth of 64Kbps. Even if the networkmakes the required bandwidth available to the appliation, the end-to-end delay ofsuessive pakets aross the network may be highly variable beause of variationin queue lengths at intermediate nodes in the network. If the paket delay is notbounded, then the appliation would not know how long to wait for a paket beforereonstruting the voie. If the network guarantees a bound on the maximum delay1



inurred by the pakets, the appliation an bu�er the pakets appropriately beforeregenerating the voie. However, if the bound on the delay is large, the human users,who are talking using this appliation would pereive a large delay whih may notbe aeptable to them. In general a small bound on maximum delay is desirable.Network may drop pakets beause of various reasons, and it is also desirable tohave a bounded paket loss rate.Providing guaranteed QoS is vital to support various real-time servies in Inte-grated Servies Network. The telephony appliation will not be able to send voieif the desired bandwidth is not available. Distributed real-time games will beomehighly unpreditable if there is no bound on paket delays. They may even beomeunfair to players having large paket delays. A lost paket or a delayed paket anplay havo on a real-time ontrol system.The QoS parameters are de�ned for a onnetion (also alled ow or session in aonnetion-less network) between two (or more in ase of multiast) ommuniatingappliations. Some of the important QoS parameters are:Bandwidth. It identi�es the amount of bandwidth whih should be exlusivelyreserved for the onnetion. Appliations like video onferening or voietelephony require that a minimum bandwidth be available to them even duringpeak ongestion periods. If this bandwidth is not available, the appliationswill simply fail to work.Delay. Pakets sent by appliations inur a delay before they are reeived at theother end. This delay has a �xed omponent and a variable omponent.The �xed omponent is beause of the signal propagation delay and onstantproessing delay at intermediate swithes and routers. The variable part of thedelay is due to the paket queues at various ontention points in the network[1℄. Most of the appliations require the delay to be as small as possible. Thedelay QoS parameter, bounds this paket delay for a onnetion. Dependingupon the de�nition of QoS parameters, the delay parameter ould boundthe maximum paket delay of a onnetion, or the mean paket delay, or aperentile of the delay. A low value of delay results into a faster responsetime between ommuniating appliations, and results into better interativeperformane.Delay-jitter. It is de�ned to be the di�erene between the maximum and theminimum delay paket delay of a onnetion. For some appliations suh asvideo on demand, the delay jitter is more important than the absolute value2



of the maximum delay. The delay jitter bounds the maximum amount of(playbak) bu�ering needed in these appliations.Loss-rate. Some of the pakets sent on a onnetion may beome orrupted be-ause of transmission errors and need to be dropped. Some other paketsmay also have to be dropped beause of bu�er overows aused by transientongestion in the network. The QoS parameter loss rate bounds the loss rateof pakets beause of these problems.QoS guarantees an be provided using enhaned traÆ management funtions.TraÆ management is onerned with the problem of managing heterogenous traf-� in Integrated Servie Networks suh that a diverse range of servie requests aresatis�ed as eÆiently as possible. In traditional data networks, most of the servierequests are homogeneous and ongestion is the most severe impediment to goodperformane. Therefore, most of the traditional researh on traÆ managementhas foused on the problem of ongestion ontrol. However, in the ontext of In-tegrated Servies Networks, traÆ management has assumed a new signi�ane, asthe issues related to QoS need to be solved. In this thesis we examine the traÆmanagement issues for eÆient provisioning of QoS in Integrated Servies Networks.The key omponents to provide QoS are traÆ haraterization, admission ontroland sheduling.We �rst examine bounding traÆ models for traÆ haraterization. We hara-terize several long traes of ompressed video (MPEG, JPEG, NV) using the leakybuket model [2℄, Xmin, Xavg , I model [3, 4℄ and generalized burstiness funtion[5℄. We give qualitative insights for hoosing appropriate traÆ desriptors. Mainresults and related work is outlined in Setion 2.We next fous on admission ontrol algorithms for deterministi QoS guarantees.Deterministi guarantees bound the worst ase behavior and are therefore expetedreserve resoures for the extreme ase whih may be very unlikely. For instane,they may reserve bandwidth for a onnetion at its peak rate. This may resultinto lower network utilization. We found the the admission ontrol tests proposedin [3, 4℄ were suboptimal. We propose improved admission ontrol tests. Theadmission ontrol tests depend upon the traÆ model and sheduling algorithms.A poor traÆ model may results into overalloation of resoures and low networkutilization. We examined the e�et of using di�erent bounding traÆ models onoverall performane. Long traes of ompressed video were used for this analysis.We onlude that the leaky buket traÆ model outperforms the Xmin, Xavg , I3



traÆ model and our admission ontrol strategy an aept more onnetions whileproviding deterministi guarantees. Setion 3 outlines these results and relatedwork in more detail.A major ontribution of this thesis a new paket sheduling algorithm alled thereursive round robin sheduler (RRR). We propose two variants of this algorithm,one for sheduling �xed sized ells and another for sheduling variable sized pak-ets. The hardware implementation of the �xed sized ell sheduler an potentiallyshedule one ell at every lok yle. Therefore it is partiularly suited for im-plementation in ATM swithes. Even the software implementation an potentiallyoperate at high speeds. Delay and fairness properties of this sheduler have beenanalytially derived for both the variants. These properties are desribed in moredetail in Setion 4.Finally we look at the problem of QoS provisioning in virtual networks. Weshow that traditional work onserving shedulers annot provide good end-to-enddelay bounds when used in virtual networks. This is beause some of the shedulersin a virtual network work on aggregated traÆ. We introdue the onept of outputburstiness and show that shedulers having low output burstiness in virtual networkshave good delay properties. We extend the theory of lateny rate servers for virtualnetworks and present two variants of the RRR sheduling algorithm for virtualnetworks. Setion 5 gives an overview of virtual networks and presents more detailsof this work.The output burstiness onstraint limits the rate at whih traÆ may be sent onvirtual links of a virtual network. As a result, some pakets may have to wait inqueues even while the physial link is idle. This redues the overall throughput of thenetwork. Our suggested solution to this problem is to modify the admission ontrolproedure in the virtual network. We propose a novel tehnique alled stohastifair sharing (SFS) in whih bandwidth reservation of several logial links whih arereated from the same physial link are adjusted dynamially during session arrivals.This adjustment is done suh that the free apaity of lightly loaded logial links isfairly redistributed to heavily loaded logial links, without signi�antly a�eting thesession bloking probability of lightly loaded links. With this readjustment, traÆmay be sent at a higher rate on virtual links whih are heavily loaded, inreasingthe overall utilization of the network. Setion 5.1 gives more details of this work.
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2 TraÆ CharaterizationThe network ontrol must know typial behavior of its traÆ in order to eÆientlymanage the traÆ and provide the requested QoS. A traÆ model summarizesthe expeted behavior of an appliation or an aggregate of appliations. A singleparameter traÆ model, like one ontaining just the bandwidth required by anappliation is not suÆient. An appliation may send a burst of data at a very highrate and then beome inative for long time. This makes its traÆ bursty. Thebehavior of traÆ ow is haraterized more aurately by using a more elaboratetraÆ model. Some of the proposed traÆ models are based on worst ase behaviorsuh as burstiness funtion of Cruz [5℄, Xmin, Xavg , I model of the Tenet group[3, 4℄ and leaky buket model of the ATM Forum [2℄. Statistial haraterizationsare usually based on Markov modulated Poisson proess [6℄ or long range dependentmodel [7℄.Video is a very important omponent of multimedia appliations and the videotraÆ is expeted to take a signi�ant share of real-time traÆ on Integrated serviesnetworks. There has been a lot of work in statistial haraterization of video traÆ.A �rst simplisti model of variable bit-rate (VBR) video traÆ appears in [8℄ wherethe video traÆ is modeled as a �rst order autoregressive proess with marginalGaussian probability density funtion and an exponential autoorrelation funtion.A more sophistiated autoregressive moving average proess (ARMA) was used tomodel the video traÆ in [9℄. Similarly, there are number of other traÆ models forVBR video have been proposed [10, 11, 12, 13, 7, 14℄. Most of this work is basedon statistial modeling of video traÆ and annot be applied diretly to arry outtraÆ poliing. The work on bounding traÆ models (the models haraterizingthe worst ase behavior) is limited. Moreover, some of the work used video traes ofsmall duration for haraterization and some have only haraterized one partiularoding algorithm.In the �rst hapter of this thesis, a more extensive video traÆ haraterizationhas been attempted. Video traÆ generated by three di�erent oding algorithmsnamely MPEG, JPEG and ompression algorithm of software NV has been exam-ined. One to two hour long traes of �ve video sequenes of di�erent types, rangingfrom a leture in a lassroom to a basketball math were onsidered.We have haraterized the video traÆ using a widely known traÆ desriptor -Leaky Buket. Bandwidth and bu�er assignment for leaky buket model has beenstudied in great detail. We found that leaky buket is an appropriate desriptor to5



haraterize the traÆ. Burstiness of the traÆ, has been haraterized at varioustime sale using the burstiness funtion as de�ned by Cruz [5℄.We found that JPEG ompressed video has very little short term burstiness.MPEG and NV trae shows high burstiness over small time sales. JPEG andMPEG video exhibit burstiness over long time sales, whereas NV shows no bursti-ness over long time sales. It is found that for onstant quality JPEG and MPEGompressed video, the leaky buket parameters depend upon the ontents of thevideo. For JPEG video, the servie rate is mainly determined by the peak rateand for MPEG the servie rate is given by the peak rate of the smoothed MPEGstream. However, the traÆ generated by NV an be haraterized independent ofthe atual video. The target sending rate of the software NV determines the servierate for its traÆ.Charaterizing traÆ is not an easy task. It is quite intuitive that harateristisdepend upon the appliation, but for same appliation, say video server the traÆharateristis depend on whether the video is enoded by JPEG, MPEG or anotheralgorithm. Not only this, the harateristis also depend upon the the ontent ofthe video. If an MPEG enoded video is full of motion, its bit rate will be high,whereas for a slow and alm video, the bit rate will be low.3 Admission ControlIn Integrated Servies Networks, it is neessary to reserve resoures before an ap-pliation begins its data transfer. In a onnetion oriented network, the resouresrequired to ensure spei�ed QoS for a onnetion are reserved during the onnetionestablishment phase. Sine the traÆ desriptor of all onnetions are known beforethey are established, the total load on the network is known and the QoS for eahonnetion an be omputed.It may happen that there are not enough resoures in the network to providerequired QoS to a newly arrived onnetion request. In this ase the onnetionshould not be setup, sine the desired QoS annot be provided, and the requestingappliation must be informed about inavailability of resoures. This is alled admis-sion ontrol. Admission ontrol enables the network to shed its load by refusing tosetup onnetions, in ase of overload and ontinue to provide the promised QoS toits existing onnetions. This is similar to what happens in the teleommuniationnetwork. No all in a teleommuniation network is allowed unless there is a freeiruit from the aller to the alled party.6



There are two omponents of admission ontrol. Firstly, there must be a networklevel signalling protool whih heks if adequate resoures for the new onnetionare available throughout its path [15, 16, 17, 18℄. The seond omponent is aloal test at eah node in the onnetion path. The test determines if the node hasadequate resoures for the new onnetion. Given a set of traÆ desriptors and QoSrequirements of existing onnetions, the test determines if the new onnetion withgiven traÆ desriptor and QoS requirement an be aommodated at the node.This test is highly dependent on the swith's internal arhiteture, its shedulingalgorithms and the traÆ model.One of the very ommon QoS model is the deterministi servie model. Deter-ministi servie model and orresponding admission ontrol algorithms have beenproposed in [3, 4℄. The deterministi servie model provides bounds on the worstase behavior. A major ritiism of deterministi guarantees is that the networkhas to reserve the resoures for the worst possible ase. This translates to peak ratereservation for bandwidth. Thus the network utilization is ontemplated to be low.However, this is not true. In [19℄ it has been shown that for variable bit rate traÆ,peak rate reservation is not required.We show that by hoosing a proper traÆ model and optimal admission ontroltests, high network utilizations an be ahieved. The earlier admission ontrol testsfor deterministi guarantees were suboptimal. We suggest new optimal admissionontrol tests for the earliest deadline �rst (EDF) sheduling algorithm. Using thesetests and video traÆ traes we analyzed the performane of deterministi QoSguarantees. The performane of these admission ontrol test using atual real-timedata was evaluated. We have shown that the video traÆ alone ould result intohigh utilization of network. There is a lear improvement in network performaneby using leaky buket traÆ desriptor instead of Tenet group'sXmin; Xavg; I traÆdesriptor. This improvement is due to better admission ontrol tests whih makeuse of statistial multiplexing to give better network performane.4 RRR ShedulerDi�erent onnetions may have di�erent QoS requirements. Thus, pakets of twoonnetions arriving at a node in the network must be treated di�erently aordingto the QoS of orresponding onnetion. This is done using a sheduling algorithmdesigned for the purpose. A sheduler deides the order in whih pakets fromdi�erent onnetions are transmitted suh that eah onnetion gets the requested7



QoS.Reently, a number of new sheduling algorithms that are aimed to provideper onnetion QoS guarantees, have been proposed in the ontext of IntegratedServies Networks [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33℄.Many of these sheduling algorithm proposed, were �rst designed for shedulingpakets of variable sizes and were omplex [21, 24℄. Some of them were later adoptedfor sheduling ATM ells [30℄. However the inherent omplexity remains and typialoperations needed to shedule a ell are addition, multipliation and division. In ad-dition they also need a multi-level priority queue. Among the shedulers optimizedfor sheduling ATM ells, some have poor delay and fairness properties [34℄, someare not salable for �ne rate granularity [33℄ and some may need to over-alloaterate resulting into poor utilization of link bandwidth [31℄.In this thesis we propose and desribe a new sheduling algorithm alled reursiveround robin sheduler (RRR), whih is optimized for sheduling �xed size pakets.Most of the properties of the sheduler depend upon the ount  of number of onein the binary representation of normalized rate. For a ompliant stream of ATMells of rate r, and buket size �, the sheduler provides a delay and jitter bound of1r (�+ ). We show that work onserving version of the RRR algorithm is fair. Theresidual link apaity is evenly divided among ative streams. We analytially derivefairness bounds for the sheduler. The algorithm has good saling properties. Wealso generalize the RRR sheduling algorithm for sheduling variable sized pakets.This variant has a little worse delay and fairness properties as ompared to the�xed size paket sheduler. Important onepts suh as link sharing [35℄, lassbased queuing et. an be implemented using the RRR sheduler.5 Virtual NetworksVirtual networking is an important step in the evolution of data networks. It allowsquik deployment of new servies over legay networks, eases network operation andmanagement by hiding the unneessary details and presenting a simpli�ed topology,allows development of experimental protools in a ontrolled and safe environmentand eases interoperability between networks of di�erent types.A virtual network has virtual nodes overlaid on physial nodes. Pairs of virtualnodes are onneted to eah other by virtual links, whih are realized by tunnelstraversing a path between them. Pakets arriving on a virtual node are forwardedto the next virtual node via a virtual link based on the routing table of the virtual8



network. Before forwarding, pakets of virtual network are enapsulated [36℄ intopakets of the physial network. These pakets arry the required header to routethem in the physial network. At the destination node, the enapsulated paket ofthe virtual network is reonstruted and given to the virtual node.Some examples of virtual networks are ATM network arrying virtual onne-tions over virtual paths [37℄ (for simpler network operation and management), IPover ATM networks (for interoperability), virtual private networks in the Internet[38℄ (for enhaned seurity), and the MBONE and 6-bone virtual networks [39, 40℄over the Internet (for deploying multiast servies over the legay network).Providing QoS guarantees to real-time appliations in virtual networks is asimportant as in physial networks. For example, future orporate virtual privatenetworks (VPN) will arry real time voie and video onferene data along withthe regular appliation data. The researh related to sheduling algorithms forvirtual networks has been limited. In [35, 26, 25℄ the onept of link sharing andpaket sheduling algorithms to implement link sharing have been proposed. Thesealgorithms hierarhially partition the link bandwidth into several lasses while pro-viding bounded delay and rate guarantees to traÆ from eah sublass. Appliationof link sharing to build QoS apable virtual networks, where a virtual link is realizedby a sequene of logial links, has not been disussed.We show that traditional sheduling algorithms are inappropriate for providingbounded delay servie in a virtual network. The problem arises beause traÆof a number of sessions sharing a virtual link in a virtual network is aggregatedand tunneled through the physial network, whih annot isolate the traÆ of wellbehaved sessions from that of misbehaving sessions.We de�ne the onept of output burstiness and show that this problem anbe solved by regulating output burstiness on virtual links. Let r be the rate of avirtual link and let W (t1; t2) be the amount of the traÆ sent by a sheduler on thevirtual link in the interval (t1; t2℄. The output burstiness of the sheduler is de�nedas b = maxt1;t2 W (t1; t2) � r(t2 � t1). The output burstiness is a measure of themaximum exess traÆ sent on a virtual link than that allowed by the virtual linkrate.Using the theory of lateny rate servers [41℄, we show that lateny rate serverswith bounded output burstiness, may be used in a virtual network to providebounded delay servie. We show that a network of two lateny rate servers, wherethe downstream server ats on aggregate traÆ is also a lateny rate server, if theoutput burstiness of the �rst sheduler is bounded. The lateny of the equivalent9



server is sum of the latenies of the two servers and b=r where b is output burstinessand r is the rate of the virtual link. This gives a method to design a generi lassof sheduling algorithms for virtual networks. We disuss how variants of RRRsheduling algorithm may be used in virtual network.5.1 Stohasti Fair Sharing ApproahIn order to keep low output burstiness, the shedulers in virtual network should notsend traÆ on a virtual link at a rate larger than the rate of the virtual link. Asa result pakets may have to wait in the queues orresponding to the virtual linkeven if the physial link on whih they have to be transmitted is idle. In general,the real-time traÆ of a virtual link annot make use of the idle bandwidth of othervirtual links, whih share the same physial link. This may result into lower networkutilization.We propose a novel tehnique alled stohasti fair sharing (SFS) to inrease thebandwidth sharing among di�erent virtual links. Instead of having a �xed band-width alloation to a virtual link, the idea is to dynamially adjusts the bandwidthalloation depending upon the urrent utilization of virtual links. By doing this,the free apaity of lightly loaded virtual link is redistributed to heavily loaded vir-tual links. This realloation is done at time sale of session arrivals. Upon arrivalof a session, the rate reserved for a virtual link may be hanged depending uponthe urrent utilizations of all the virtual links sharing the same physial link. Ifthe entire free apaity of a link is redistributed, then future sessions of the linkmay get bloked beause of bandwidth inavailability. In order to avoid this, someapaity (alled trunk reservation) in the virtual links is left unused. Thus, newsessions may reserve bandwidth from this unused apaity. Only small amount oftrunk reservation is suÆient to keep the session bloking probabilities to reasonablelimits.Assume a physial link of apaity C is partitioned into N logial links of a-paities i. Assume that sessions arriving on these logial links require ertainbandwidth to be guaranteed to them. If the link was statially partitioned, thenupon arrival of a new session, the admission ontrol proedure would simply hekif unreserved apaity of the session's logial link is greater than or equal to thebandwidth requirement of the session.In SFS, the admission ontrol proedure also heks the unreserved apaity ofother logial links before making the �nal deision. Let ri be the amount of thisapaity already reserved by logial link i. The normalized usage of link i is given10



by ni = ri=i. Assume that the logial links are relabelled in inreasing order oftheir normalized usage. Logial link i has an assoiated truk reservation apaityti. A new session of link i with bandwidth requirement r is aepted i�:NXj=1 rj + r +Xj<i tj � CThe amount of trunk reservation needed is fairly small. Our simulations indiate(under the assumption of possion arrivals and exponential holding time) that SFSahieves free apaity redistribution to a reasonable extent without signi�antlya�eting the session bloking probabilities of lightly loaded logial links.The SFS tehnique is generi enough to ahieve fair sharing of a resoure in aloss network [42, 43℄. SFS is well suited to ahieve better link sharing [35℄ for asingle link and an also be applied to improve sharing properties in virtual networks.6 Summary of ContributionsWe haraterize burstiness of video traÆ at di�erent time sales using the bursti-ness funtion. We found that the onstant quality video is inherently bursty in thelong term beause of hanges in its sene omplexity and the amount of informa-tion present in di�erent senes. The MPEG ompression algorithm adds short termburstiness whih is spei� to the algorithm. Similarly the ompression algorithmof the software NV adds the algorithm spei� short term burstiness, but removesthe long term burstiness by reduing the sene quality of omplex senes.We ompare the Xmin; Xavg ; I traÆ model with the leaky buket traÆ modeland found that the leaky buket model results into better network utilization. Wealso disuss some insights gained for hoosing leaky buket traÆ desriptor forvideo traÆ. Our studies suggest that the knee point in the leaky buket traÆdesriptor graph of JPEG and MPEG video traÆ is a good andidate for its traÆdesriptor.The earlier admission ontrol tests for deterministi guarantees were suboptimal.We suggest new optimal admission ontrol tests for the EDF sheduling algorithm.Using these tests and video traÆ traes we analyze the performane of determin-isti QoS guarantees. We show that the video traÆ alone ould result into highutilization of network.We developed a new sheduling algorithm alled the reursive round robin shed-uler (RRR) for very high speed networks. Speialized high speed hardware imple-mentation of the RRR sheduling algorithm is possible if the sheduler works on11



�xed size pakets. A general software implementation an be speeded up to takefour to six memory aesses to shedule a paket. The delay and fairness propertiesof the sheduler are analyzed analytially. The sheduler is shown to have all theproperties needed to provide QoS in an Integrated Servies Network.Traditional sheduling algorithms do not maintain their end-to-end delay andbu�er bound properties when used in a virtual network. This is beause some ofthe shedulers in a virtual network work on aggregated traÆ. We introdue theonept of output burstiness and show that shedulers having low output burstinessin virtual networks have good delay properties. We extend the theory of latenyrate servers for virtual networks and we present two variants of the RRR shedulingalgorithm for virtual networks.The output burstiness onstraint limits the rate at whih traÆ may be senton virtual links of a virtual network. As a result, some pakets may have to waitin queues even while the physial link is idle. This redues the overall throughputof the network. Our suggested solution to this problem is to dynamially adjustthe rate of logial links depending upon their urrent usage. The admission ontrolproedure in the virtual network is modi�ed to arry out this adjustment. Wepropose a novel tehnique alled stohasti fair sharing (SFS) in whih bandwidthreservation of several logial links whih are reated from the same physial linkare adjusted dynamially during session arrivals. This adjustment is done suhthat the free apaity of lightly loaded logial links is fairly redistributed heavilyloaded logial links, without signi�antly a�eting the session bloking probabilityof lightly loaded links. With this readjustment, traÆ may be sent at a higher rateon virtual links whih are heavily loaded, inreasing the overall utilization of thenetwork.Referenes[1℄ A. Banerjea and S. Keshav, \Queueing delays in rate ontrolled networks," inProeedings of INFOCOM, (San Franiso), Apr. 1993.[2℄ \User network interfae spei�ations 3.1." ATM Forum, Prentie Hall, 1993.[3℄ D. Ferrari and D. Verma, \A sheme for real-time hannel establishment inwide-area networks," IEEE Journal on Seleted Areas in Communiations,vol. 8, pp. 368{379, Apr. 1990. 12
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